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Skip the Main Content In Westmont, we advance our faith and expand our knowledge so that we can use our talents more fully in the service of Christ. Learning to lead a life of importance begins with a deep love for God and is tempered by rigorous training in every area of human knowledge. In the foothills of Santa Barbara, where the
sea meets the mountains, we find our vocation in a close-knit community. From this unique place, we pursue strict academics and a deep love for God to help us unlock our potential, expand our impact and deepen our understanding. Schedule a Visit Request Information Westmont has a long tradition of offering students the opportunity
to connect with their professors in cutting-edge research. Just as internships in fields such as economics or medicine give students real experiences that prepare them for future studies or careers, research with the faculty gives them a taste of working with peers to solve real problems that are important to their disciplinary communities,
says Patti Hunter, Vice-Provost. Learn more about research! At Trailhead, explore how faith can steer your future when you go to college, pursue a career and try to make a difference in the world. Discover some of the ways in which faith, education and work can be combined in a life of importance in a summer residence on campus and
year-long mentoring. Learn more about Trailhead! Westmont's global program prepares students to live in a diverse, complex, and rapidly changing society so that they can take their place as citizens of the world. The breadth of the liberal arts, the opportunity to study or serve abroad, and the emphasis on the development of an
international perspective help graduates to make a seamless transition to a global market. Learn more about the program! We invite high-performing students to work as members of the CATLab team to improve the college's technological systems. This professional development program prepares students for success in business once
they have completed their studies. Learn more about CATlab Westmont vs. UC Santa Barbara (10-4)Thunderdome, Santa Barbara, California; Thursday, 10 .m ESTBOTTOM LINE: UC Santa Barbara Gauchos takes on the Warriors of NAIA member Westmont. UC Santa Barbara comes off an 85-77 victory at Louisiana-Lafayette in its last
game. TEAM LEADERSHIP: JaQuori McLaughlin has averaged 14.6 points and four assists for the Gauchos, while Amadou has Sow Points and 7.2 rebounds per game. FACILITATING THE OFFENSE: JaQuori McLaughlin has scored or assisted 41 percent of UC Santa Barbara field goals in the last three games. The junior guard has
made 16 field goals and 16 assists in those games. DID YOU KNOW: UC Santa Barbara went 9-3 overall against out-of-conference competition last season. The Gauchos scored 74.3 points per matchup in these 12 contests.___For more AP College Basketball Coverage: and was generated by Automated Insights, using data from
STATS LLC, Westmont College is a liberal arts college that provides a bachelor's education and helps students develop important skills useful for pursuing graduate education or employment. A free arts curriculum exposes students to a wide range of subjects and subjects. The school is located in Santa Barbara, CA, a predominantly
suburban area. About a thousand students are enrolled at Westmont College each year. The study at Westmont College includes: Recreation And Fitness Studies English Language And Literature Communications And Journalism Business And Marketing Studies The admission process begins with the submission of an application,
transcripts and test results, which are then reviewed by the Admissions Committee. Very common test scores among pupils admitted to this school range from 23 to 29 for the ACT exam or 1620 to 1960 on the SAT. This school has an acceptance rate of 61%, of which only 23% have opted for enrolment. Further information from the
admissions office can be found here. The cost of the bachelor's degree is almost USD 39,000 per year. Study prices may change for a variety of reasons, so students should use the school's net price calculator to determine their costs. The cost of housing on campus is about '7,800 per year. This school can help with the costs by offering
financial support to students who are considered scholarships and loans. The Westmont College Warriors participate in a number of sports programs that are monitored by the NAIA. Sports programs include: Baseball (NAIA Division I) Basketball (NAIA Division I) Track &amp; Field (NAIA Division I) Soccer (NAIA Division I) Contact
information, academic information, study areas offered and more can be found on the school's website at . Estimated Costs &amp; Financial AssistanceThe points listed below are for informational purposes only and may not represent current tuition fees, fees, and expenses. Tuition &amp; Fees Information The estimated range of studies
is approximately 40,000 to 48,000 US dollars per yearPart-time students pay in the range of 2,000 to 2,400 US dollars per unitFinancial assistanceDetailsThe following table lists the types of financial support that of students receiving help and the average amount of aid per student per year. Average Amount Any Financial Aid-Receiving
Grants &amp; Scholarships €22,375 Received Student Loans USD 7,986 - SELECT Campus_Name, Campus_IPEDS_UnitID, Agency_Name.clean_program_name as Program_Name,Accreditation_Type,Accreditation_Status,Accreditation_Date_Type,Periods,cipcode,entity_id FROM VON ca left join
'college_accreditations_program_names' capn on capn.program_name = approx. Program_Name WHERE 'entity_id' = '125727' AND 'Last action' = ''here is the count .. Private Colleges-2-1 To help students and graduates, Westmont College can provide services, including:Remedial coursesConsulting Support For students to reduce
educational costsEmployment application support Graduation rates With a graduation rate of around 76%, Westmont College is one of the most successful schools in the region. Number of Years to GraduatePercentage of Admission ClassStudent Graduation in 4 Years72%Graduation in 5 Years4%Graduation in 6 Years0.3%Specialized
Programs &amp; AccreditationsMusic Program* Accredited by the National Association of Schools of Music, Commission on Accreditation (since 2008) Westmont College is a member of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA), with many of the sports belonging to the NAIA Division I classification. The most popular
sports are listed below:Baseball (Golden State Athletic Conference)Basketball (Golden State Athletic Conference)Track and Field (Golden State Athletic Conference) here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count
.. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-
1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. private-colleges-2-1here is the count ..
private-colleges-2-1here is the count .. Private Colleges-2-1 The list of schools below was selected by examining which schools offer programs similar to Westmont College. See a list of all colleges and universities by clicking on one of the following links: Data ExclusionInformation displayed on this page was obtained from sources of the
institution, state, and federal government, including the U.S. Department of the Integrated Postsecondary Survey Data System (IPEDS) 2010-2016. The information should be used for informational purposes only and may not be correct for the current year. Contact the College to get up-to-date official information. Skip to the main content
May 2020 I went to church the day before yesterday . . . in Massachusetts, in the small coastal community where we worshipped with our family before we came to Westmont. I me My eldest son, who is under protection at his home near Fresno. The opening anthem Come Thou Fount was a well-known American melody, while the final
chorus was an emotional recording from Australia. In one part of the empty paws from the 18th century, a large banner with photos of the parishioners had been erected. In the shrine alone, the pastor took care to fill the divine service with many names. Virtual life divides us and brings us closer. The last seven weeks have been times of
refuge, but they have often brought me closer to things of value. I was invited to social events with friends in other countries. At various services, I listened to a speaker in Thailand, heard anthems from England, saw pictures from Africa, and watched drone footage of Santa Barbara and the Middle East. All of this has also led me to think
more about how asynchronous elements can make their own classes, whether remotely or in other ways, a broader panorama of visuals and voices. But it is precisely when I am annoyed about the increase in production values for a mediated course that I remember the losses – the spontaneity, the discourse, and the discovery that can
come more easily when we are together at a seminar or conference table. As we prepare for a fall with many uncertainties, I am sure that we will all reflect on what can be restored, but also renewed. This report focuses on some of the work we haven't been able to celebrate together on campus in recent months, including some highlights
about current colleagues and an introduction to some new ones. I have tried to fill the report with many names. UPDATES YEAR-END ACADEMIC HONORS It was a quiet campus this May, without the usual end-of-year events to honor the achievements of students, but we have tried to celebrate many of our students online. As always,
each department has selected an Outstanding Senior. There are nice tributes to her written by her department mentors, which were posted on the college website. The top religious studies student, Nathan Tudor, is also Westmont's First Senior, the honor reserved for the graduate with the highest GPA. In praise of Nathan, the faculty of
the department wrote that he is a unique intellect and a self-destructive soul . . . Beyond his obvious intellectual and academic abilities, his ecclesial commitment and care for those on the margins of society shows his deep personal and embodied faith. Fifteen students produced posters or abstracts for the annual Spring Research and the
sports department stuck speeches by coaches and athletes that would normally have been held at the annual Golden Eagle banquet in honor of the best student-athlete of any sport. One of these Golden Eagles, Jack Dickinson, was named Scholar-Athlete of the Year at Westmont. An English major working in Writers' Corner, Jack Jack
Hammer, spear, shot and discus in the athletics team and was, according to Coach Russell Smelley, the most complete thrower in the school's history. Four of our students – Kayla Peterson, Alexa Spandrio, Elizabeth Scalise and Charlotte Combrink – completed Major Honors projects and were able to perform the presentations via Zoom.
One of the blessings in this new format: friends and family from as far away as South Africa could participate. Congratulations also to Emily Mata, who has received a Fulbright scholarship in Mexico for next year. Four other students – Christian D'Emilia, Grace Hana, Gabby Rodriguez and Caroline Thomas – made it to the semi-finals in
an otherwise highly competitive year. ETHNIC STUDIES MINOR REVIVED For several years, Westmont has been offering ethnic studies on the side, although it has recently enrolled only a few students. Earlier this year, a faculty group began reviewing the previous curriculum and developing a new portfolio of elective courses based on
many of the enrichments to the curriculum introduced by some of our newest faculties. The focus of the minors is an interdisciplinary seminar, which explores principles of thought, theories and research on ethethnic studies. The Academic Senate recently approved the minors for a launch in the fall of 2020. The aim of the minors is to
equip the students to engage and lead faithfully in our diverse world. It examines questions of race, justice and ethnicity in the context of the Christian understanding of human prosperity. The curriculum is based on courses in anthropology, education, English, history, psychology, religious studies, sociology and theatre. Other courses,
such as those in political science and biology, could soon be added to the choices. Thanks to Dinora Cardoso, Meredith Whitnah and the faculty that helped shape the new minor. I believe that the minor will appeal to many students who are interested in investigating issues of race, history, culture and justice. JOHN MOORE ENDS
WESTMONT COACHING COACHING AS NATIONAL COACH OF THE YEAR After 27 years at the helm of the men's basketball program, John Moore is ending his coaching career as the most successful coach in the history of the program. With a record of 558-278, he averaged more than 20 wins a year and brought his teams to the
national tournament fourteen times. This year's team surprised most of the predictions with the claim to the GSAC championship in the regular season and helped John earn the NAIA National Coach of the Year award. As a college athlete, John spent his first two years at the Cypress College and then became one of the most



accomplished basketball players in West Mont's history. Coach was one of the toughest players ever to take the place at Westmont, and it was his best teams who took on that character and the way he played, Notes Dave Odell. John's former coach Chet Kammerer, who left Westmont to join the Lakers, recently noted that coaching him
was an honor and it was a pleasure to watch him as a coach. As a player and coach, his basketball IQ, character, leadership and tenacity were on display. . . . John Moore is a remarkable, humble and selfless man. I've known John for over forty years, so I could see how quickly he distributed the ball as a playmaker and how quickly he,
as a colleague, distributed praise to others. He is as committed to the classroom as he is to the Princeton offense, which he has adapted for his teams. He will continue to serve as associate professor of kinesiology and associate athletic director. One of this year's assistants, Landon Boucher, will join the leadership role (more on Landon
in my next report). And another highlight for the men's team is that guard Abram Carrasco has just been named Santa Barbara Athletic Round Table Basketball Player of the Year. Bram had already been named GSAC Player of the Year. RICK POINTER'S NEW BOOK ON PEACE-LOVING MUNSEE INDIAN This semester, Rick Pointer
has finished his outstanding A.D. as a Westmont professor and scholar, and we look forward to an opportunity in the fall to meet to celebrate Rick's career. This opportunity could also give us the opportunity to celebrate the publication of Rick's new book Pacifist Prophet: Papunhank and the Quest for Peace in Early America (University of
Nebraska Press). Papunhank was a Munsee Indian and a convert to Christianity who spent much of his life searching for a peaceful home in the central colonies, during the period between the Seven Years' War (1756-1763) and the Revolution. Rick's narrative emphasizes how Papunhank resorted to indigenous and Christian principles to
promote a path of peace that was a striking contrast to the violence and racial hostility of the time. The book places Papunhank in the context of other indigenous traditions and peoples working for peace. The book will be published in the autumn, but the praise in advance has already begun to appear. James Merrell of Vassar College
writes: The pacifist prophet is ushering in a forgotten Indian leader on the American stage who was not on the warpath, but on the path of peace. The book has much to teach us about early America – and perhaps about our own turbulent times. And Greg Dowd of the University of Michigan notes that with captivating prose, unscrupulous
research, and great sensitivity, Pointer deals with the life of a single Indian who stability, family and space in a world of migration, famine, plague and war. In March, Rick offered the Phi Kappa Phi lecture titled Peace-loving Indians? Restoration of a missing piece of American history. The presentation focused on his efforts to Papunhank
from the primary raw materials. SANDRA RICHTER RELEASES NEW BOOK ON SCRIPTURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT Last February, InterVarsity Press published Sandra Richter's new book Stewards of Eden: What the Scripture Has To Say About the Environment and Why It Matters. Tremper Longman praises the book for its skilful
and clear interpretation of relevant biblical passages, and Amanda Sparkman praises the study for its acute sensitivity to the resonances of the Old Testament and ancient Middle Eastern cultures in contemporary environmental crises. As the publisher notes, Sandy goes through familiar and not so familiar passages and shows how
important environmental theology is to the testimony of the Bible . . . Each chapter draws a biblical mission on the responsibility of humanity to take care of the land, the native and wild creatures, and the people on the margins. In a recent interview, Sandy remarked: 'Steward' is the ideal word to express what God has called us to do about
the garden he has entrusted to us. In Eden, God offered his people a perfectly balanced, breathtakingly beautiful planet, animated by majestic flora and fauna that filled the sky and the seas and forests. His command? 'Cultivate' and 'protect', 'rule' in the spirit and character of your Creator. The thesis of the book is that this command
remains. In the spring, Sandy also worked as a Laing Lecturer at the London School of Theology in the UK. She addressed her congregation in the chapel, gave a lecture at her graduate research seminar and gave the evening lecture Laing Lecture to the larger academic community of southern England. She also gave several lectures at
the Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, including her doctoral colloquia and the annual lecture Evangelical Voices in the Academy by SEBTS. NEW PHYSICS PROFESSOR ROBERT HARING-KAYE This summer, the physics department will welcome Robert Haring-Kaye as a new colleague. Bob has just finished his career as a
professor of physics and astronomy at Ohio Wesleyan University and previously taught at Purdue University Calumet. All of his degrees - his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. in nuclear physics - are from Florida State University. Bob's primary research interests lie in the structure of atomic nuclei at the boundaries of spin and bonding derived from
gamma ray spectroscopy. Bob was a lead researcher or co-PI on four National Science Foundation scholarships, the last two focused on cultivating research experience for students. More than a dozen of his numerous publications have been co-authored with students, and he has published more than forty student publications or
presentations in scientific journals or supervised. In addition to many of the general physics courses and laboratories, Bob teaches astronomy, optics and analog electronics. DANIEL GEE GEE TO MUSIC DEPARTMENT At this time seven years ago we celebrated Daniel Gee as our First Senior or Valedictorian. Now we welcome him
back to the music department as an assistant professor, who will focus primarily on the choir and choir groups. Daniel, who receives a prestigious Lilly Graduate Fellows fellowship, holds a ph.d. in music from the University of Southern California. In addition to his interest in choral music, Daniel studied orchestral conducting, composition
and music theory. During his time at USC, he was deputy director of the men's choir and the women's choir, and has written several commissions, including new recordings of To God Be the Glory and Of the Father's Love Gegotten for Westmont groups. He is also an assistant conductor of the Long Beach Symphony Orchestra.
GRAPHIC ARTS CONCENTRATION AND OTHER ACADEMIC SENATE NEWS The art department has developed a new graphic concentration within its studio arts major. The new concentration enables students to take technologically oriented courses in the fields of digital photography and printmaking, typography, illustration,
advertising and web design, among other things. Nevertheless, the concentration is still based on important studio art skills such as design and drawing as well as art theory and history. The new program was approved by the Academic Senate in the spring. Other Senate deals included approving a directive on the acceptance of credits
for A-level exams, an international equivalent of the AP exam originating in the United Kingdom. There was also a substantive discussion on how to revise our certification criteria for the general education program to ensure that sufficient attention is paid to issues of race, justice, diversity and justice. These talks will continue in the
summer and autumn. KATHERINE BRYANT ASSUMES TENURE-TRACK ROLE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT After several years as an extraordinary faculty member, Katherine Bryant has taken on a tenure track role in the Department of Political Science, where she will specialize in international relations. Their research
focuses on the effectiveness of foreign aid programmes; It examines how political factors influence the behaviour of aid organisations, in particular multilateral organisations. It recently launched a study on the effectiveness of Christian aid organizations. Kate had led our students in preparation for the Model United Nations in New York
City last year, where some of the students won prizes. It has a great interest in improving data literacy among pupils and has also taught environmental policy. She is looking forward to to participate in environmental studies in addition to the secondary matter as well as to the global studies. After completing her bachelor's thesis at USC,
Kate received her ph.d. from Texas A&amp;M University University relationships and a subordinate political methodology. BLAKE KENT JOINS SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT This summer, the sociology department will welcome Blake Victor Kent as assistant professor. In addition to teaching in the department, Blake will devote a third of
his role to supporting the college's institutional research efforts. He brings expertise in quantitative methods and last year worked as a research associate at the Center on Genomics, Vulnerable Populations, and Health Disparities at Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts General Hospital. After completing his bachelor's thesis at
Wheaton College, Blake completed an M.A. in Theology at Regent College, British Columbia, and received his ph.d. in sociology from Baylor University. He is currently co-investigator on a major Templeton scholarship for the National Spirituality and Health Consortium. As a scholar who specializes in the health, medicine, and religion of
the population, Blake will undoubtedly bring some valuable perspectives to the sociology of the current pandemic. TARA STURGES BECOMES ASSISTANT REGISTRAR The Student Records Office will soon be accompanied by Tara Sturges, currently an employee of Simpson University in Northern California, as a new assistant
registrar. Due to several transitions at Simpson over the past five years, she has taken on virtually every role in the chancellor's office, claiming that her preferred responsibilities are related to evaluating transfer courses, sending academic loans, ensuring compliance with graduation requirements, and confirming degrees. Tara will replace
Amy Roemelen, who moved to Idaho in 2019 but has been supporting Westmont remotely for several months. Before joining Simpson, Tara completed her bachelor's degree in psychology and spent fifteen years in the ministry. She will join us in midsummer. OTHER FACULTY APPOINTMENTS Together with the new tenure track
commissioners, several faculties will enter the college in short-term roles. Senyo Adjibolosoo (pictured) will be a full-time faculty member in the Department of Economics and Economics in the autumn. Senyo is an economist who completed his bachelor's thesis in his native Ghana and received his doctorate from Simon Fraser University
in Canada. He often writes about the human factor in economic development. Laura Drake Schultheis, a Westmont graduate, will return to her alma mater in a one-year stint in the biology department. She has special interests in marine biology and ecology and holds a doctorate from UCSB, where she has also taught. Previously, she was
head of science at Providence Hall. Laura also has field work and data for a California Energy sponsored project and was awarded the Vernon Cheadle Award for Biodiversity and Ecology Research. Excellent. Roy, also a Graduate of Westmont with a UCSB Doctorate, joins the music department in a year for Grey Brothers while on leave
in Mexico for a year. Matthew was music director at El Montecito Presbyterian Church and Providence Hall and previously taught at Westmont, UCSB and Eastern Washington University. Chris Peterson, senior design engineer at Northrup Grumman, an aerospace innovation company, has agreed to become an associate professor of
engineering at Westmont. He holds a doctorate in mechanical engineering from UCSB and has expertise in the mechanics of materials, electromagnetics and engineering graphics. In the fall semester, David Janzen, professor at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, will teach for us in the computer science department. He has expertise in empirical
software engineering and agile methods and is the founder of Steadfast Innovation, LLC. HIGHLIGHTS FOR ARTISTS Meagan Stirling's solo exhibition Digging a Hole at Whitworth University's Bryan Oliver Gallery was on view from February to March. In February, she gave a lecture on the artwork in the exhibition, which featured large-
format monoprints and documentation of a performance piece in which she skipped rituals, motherhood and boundaries. Meagan also has a piece in the exhibition Matter and Spirit, which is sponsored by the CCCU, the Lilly Network of Church-Related Colleges and the Nagel Institute at Calvin College. The exhibition is the result of the
Nagel Institute seminar on contemporary Chinese art and society. Finally, Meagan and local artist Claudia Borfiga organized an exhibition of prints created by Santa Barbara printers and exhibited at the Santa Barbara Architecture Foundation. The prints convey the unifying theme of Haven. Nathan Huff received a Resident Fellow ship
from the Institute for American Universities in Aix-en-Provence, France. During the residency, he created works of art inspired by the landscape of Aix-en-Provence. Nathan's large-format painting Phantom Limbs is on display in the Wildling Museum's Starry Nights: Visions of the Night Sky exhibition in Solvang, California. He also received
an artist's residency and a scholarship to the Vermont Studio Center, a creative research and research website. Randy VanderMey exhibited a dozen of his iPhone photos at the offices of Raymond James Financial Advisors in downtown Santa Barbara, along with a limited book of photographs and poems he created for the exhibition. In a
nearby room are paintings of his 15-year-old granddaughter Jasmine Clark and assemblages of former Westmont administrator Lori Call. One of VanderMey's photos was taken in a End of show recorded, based on seasons in the liturgical year, a curated show show cIVA (Christians in the Visual Arts). Randy has a photo in the current
exhibition at the Westmont Ridley-Tree Museum of Art. The museum hosts its annual Tri County exhibition, which is based on artists from Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo counties. Under the title Time &amp; Memory, the exhibition is currently online. Christopher Miles, a professor of art at Long Beach State, was a juror.
Finally, congratulations to Scott Anderson, whose cover illustration of migrant children was selected for the Miami New Times for the annual American Illustration Book and the Society of Illustration exhibition. Around 400 pieces are selected from 7000 entries. The publication of the book is a remarkable affair in New York City. SOME
QUICK UPDATES Promotions. Three faculty colleagues were recently honoured by the Board of Trustees. Felicia Song was promoted to professor of sociology. Meagan Stirling was promoted to associate professor of art, while Tim Van Haitsma became associate professor of kinesiology. Congratulations to all three on their progress.
Faculty Council. In addition to the promotion, Felicia Song was re-elected as Vice-Chairwoman of the Faculty. She will be appointed to the Faculty Council by Deborah Dunn, who was elected to fill the vacant seat on the Council. Other members of the council who are continuing include Holly Beers, Don Patterson and Ron See. Mayterm.
As soon as the spring semester was over, about twenty faculties started their Mayterm courses. Since the decision to shift teaching to distance learning, enrolments in the programme have increased rapidly. At the beginning of the semester, 287 students were enrolled, more than 100 more than in the previous year. Realizing that many
high school seniors had extra time, we decided to offer a few remote sessions for aspiring students – a course with philosophical perspectives taught by Jim Taylor and a course on political theories taught by Jesse Covington. Both courses attracted a good number of students. Sheri Noble. Congratulations to Sheri Noble, director of
disability services, who was recently appointed to the Citizens Oversight Committee of the Solvang School District. The Committee reviews performance and financial audits related to bond spending to ensure that the projects comply with voter-approved voting initiatives. Bruce Wydick. Congratulations also to Bruce Wydick, director of the
Westmont in San Francisco program. His book Shrewd Samaritan: Faith, Economics, and the Road to Loving our Global Neighbor was one of five finalists for the Christian Book of the Year by the Association of Christian Publishers Lisa DeBoer. Another recent colleague who has been honoured is Lisa DeBoer, whose article The
Accidental Ecumenist, which appeared in The Cresset in 2019, is the Award of Excellence for a theological or scientific article of the Church Press in its annual Best of Church Press awards. National data from the last semester. Here's a look at some interesting data from a cengage/Babson national survey on the transition to remote
learning last semester. About 80% of faculty turned to synchronous videos (Zoom, Google Meet, etc.), and 65% used asynchronous video recordings (some faculties obviously did both). Slightly more than half (51%) Videos from other sources, especially YouTube. Just under half (48%) reduce the workload of students and reduce
assessment standards by 32%. Nearly half of colleges or universities allowed the passport/no credit option. Overall, the lecturers expressed more concern for students struggling in the online environment than about their own education to cope with the pivot. Provost's Report Archives Archives Archives
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